HELIOS REEL
Solar Powered Domestic Reel System

Plastica
The UK’s Leading Independent Swimming Pool Manufacturer and Distributor

- Solar Powered Domestic Reel
  Designed to operate small outdoor domestic bubble covers, this system is the solution to covering and uncovering the majority of pools with the absolute minimal effort.

- Totally Self Contained
  The motor side end stand contains a sealed battery that is trickle charged by sunlight and will operate the pool cover at least six times a day from the stored energy.

- Operates Covers up to 70m²
  Utilising the standard small and large Plastica domestic reel tube packs the Helios comes in two sizes to handle covers up to 4.3m (14') or 6.1m (20') wide.

- 12V Low Voltage
  Powered by 12V Safe Extra Low Voltage, the Helios is designed to be fixed right at the pool edge lifting the cover up off the water and storing it safely under a solar protector sheet.

www.plasticapools.net